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Researching products that sell well on Ebook Tops isn't easy. However, if you have the right tools

and know how to find products that have good sales volume, you have potential to grow your

business at a pace you are comfortable with. But how do you know which products sell well in
the first place? In this book I'd like to introduce you to Jungle Scout, a Chrome extension that I
use to help me find profitable products. Once you know which products are profitable, you'll save
lots of time and frustration, which leaves you more availability to contact wholesale suppliers or

manufacturers. Putting the emphasis on developing relationships is key to your success. But

first, you'll need to know how to do the research. In Ebook Tops FBA with Jungle Scout, I'll take
you step by step through the process of finding products that sell well and help your business
grow.
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ProductsOne More TipHold on TightTO MY WIFE, all you do—all at the same time—continues
to amaze me.This is for you!Let’s face it. It isn’t getting easier to compete as a seller on Ebook

Tops, but it’s far from over. One day last fall I had a kind of epiphany that made me realize I would

not give up until I’d met a modest degree of success selling on Ebook Tops. I had to think about
my willingness to go the long haul, develop successful strategies, and have the willpower to stay
on task rather than moving on to some other venture. And I’d like to show you what I have

learned along the way.As an Ebook Tops seller, I’ve learned some things that can help you avoid
some of the frustrations I faced when first committing to succeed on Ebook Tops. I’d like to offer

you some suggestions in this book that will take you beyond selling the occasional thrift store
find or used book and into the more profitable arena of leveraging the power of wholesale to

ramp up your Ebook Tops sales. If you’re more into retail arbitrage or online arbitrage, you’ll also
find some of these techniques useful.Foolish AssumptionsI’m assuming you have an Ebook
Tops seller’s account and that you know how to obtain a business license and sales certificate

so that you can purchase goods wholesale without having to pay tax. In case that’s still
something you need to do, however, here is a link to doing business in the U.S. by state: . Also,

I’m assuming you know how to send products to Ebook Tops FBA or know where to go to find

out how. In many cases, distributors will send products to FBA if you send them the shipping
label you create on your seller dashboard.About This BookIn Do the Research I’ll show you how

to research products that sell well on Ebook Tops. I’ll introduce you to the free tools I use to find
products that sell by the hundreds each month and offer the least competition from other sellers

or from Ebook Tops itself.Once you’ve found some products you’d like to sell, you need to reach
out. In Contact Wholesalers, I’ll give you the same email script I have used successfully to
contact wholesale representatives or manufacturers and open an account with them.In Minimize
the Risk and Grow, I’ll go over how to place an opening order that leaves little risk.Do the

ResearchResearching products on Ebook Tops is not difficult, and even pleasurable. In fact, you
might get to the point that you have to tear yourself away from it sometimes to get back to the

actual goal of selling on Ebook Tops. Doing the research involves a bit of a learning curve, and it

won’t be for everybody. But after spending a bit of time doing it, you’ll be able to find winning

products easily.Use Jungle ScoutAvoid an unnecessary expense of energy by using Jungle
Scout, an extension on Chrome that offers subscription plans. I use Jungle Scout and other tools

to help me find products that I estimate will sell between 50 and 100 units per month. Jungle
Scout comes with tutorials and information embedded in the extension that will help you learn
quickly the metrics of great selling products. Here are a couple of links to help you get started:
and .
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